The role of Foxq1 in proliferation of human dental pulp stem cell.
This study aimed to investigate the role for Foxq1 in proliferation activity regulation of dental pulp stem cells (DPSCs). Proliferation of DPSC was induced by calcium hydroxide, then expression alteration of Foxq1 was evaluated. Lentivirus was employed to manipulate Foxq1 level in DPSC, and proliferation activities were evaluated. To look into mechanism regulating Foxq1 level after calcium hydroxide stimulation, expressions of various microRNAs were evaluated, then bioinformatics study and dual-luciferase study were carried out to confirm targeting relationship between microRNA and Foxq1. The result of our study indicated that proliferation activities of DPSCs were enhanced after calcium hydroxide stimulation, during which expression of Foxq1 was also up-regulated. Cell viability and progression from G1 to S phase were both improved with overexpression of Foxq1, and microRNAs profiling study and dual-luciferase result suggested miR-320b contributed to the up-regulation of Foxq1 after calcium hydroxide stimulation. These results suggested that miR-320b mediated Foxq1 up-regulation promote proliferation of dental pulp stem cells.